


enrich your environment 
with IRO; a revolutionary 
product that transforms 

any space.
By combining one of the oldest, most versatile building materials 
with progressive design techniques, IRO can be used in innovative, 

imaginative ways to breathe new life into both internal 
and external spaces.

AS SEEN ON



discover our dynamic
range of colourful 
timber products.
Are you looking to design an outdoor haven, 
a bold backdrop for entertaining or a cosy 
communal area? Whatever you’re creating, 
we’ve got a colour for it.  

Available in 15 dynamic colours, from deep 
palettes to bold statements, IRO helps you to 
embrace your creativity and invigorate your 
surroundings. 

Smooth and sleek but not too polished, the 
combination of IRO’s rustic, raised grain surface 
and mesmerising colour palette creates a 
multi-sensory experience.

Whether you’re looking to redefine your 
residential space or transform a shared area - 
welcome to the wonderful world of 
IRO. Discover what you could create...

The 2022 Colour Range
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Colours shown are for illustration purposes only. Actual product 
may vary due to lighting, nature of the product and conditioning.

the IRO Timber 2022 range

Thistle 
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welcome to our new 
highland colour range, 
inspired by nature.
Through the power of colour, we always look to 
create vibrant and imaginative products. Using the 
natural world as our colour palette, we have been 
inspired by the bold and beguiling hues of the 
Scottish Highlands to create a new, exciting range 
of colours for 2022. 
 

Available for use on our cladding and decking 
product ranges, our new highland colours blur 
the boundaries between your home and the great 
outdoors.

New For 2022

introducing the IRO sleeper.
At IRO we find it important to keep innovating, so 
you can be as creative as possible when it comes 
to your project. That’s why we’ve introduced the 
IRO sleeper, which is brand new for 2022.

Manufactured from homegrown spruce, our 
sustainably-sourced sleeper goes through the 
same seven-step production process as other IRO 
products, boasting a unique enhanced grain finish.

High pressure treated and coated in mountain 
wood cream to boost its longevity, the IRO sleeper 
has a stunning decorative surface that will add the 
wow factor to any landscaping project.

Fern Loch WhiskyCastle Thistle 

IRO sleeper
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our sustainably-sourced 
timber connects you with 
the natural world.
Not only is our range of cladding and decking 
available in 15 captivating colours, it’s also 100% 
eco-friendly and HVOC-free. So, you can relax in 
the knowledge that IRO is committed to being as 
beneficial to the environment as it is to your living 
spaces.

And thanks to its low embodied energy, IRO 
even contributes to the creation of greener 
environments.

With our extensive background in the forestry 
business, we know there are inherent qualities that 
only real, natural timber can provide. Studies have 
shown that surrounding yourself in nature helps to 
reduce blood pressure, heart rate and stress levels, 
while using timber products internally can also 
improve air quality by moderating humidity. 

That’s why we use only sustainably-sourced FSC® 
certified timber to create healthier, happier spaces.

Sustainability

Designed by HAPA Architects 

Charcoal
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creating a contemporary 
outdoor entertaining space.

Healy Fencing & Landscaping, based in Solihull, 
completed a garden transformation project that 
used IRO Timber decking to create a fun and 
versatile outdoor space.

With a sun lounging area, and a section for 
barbecuing as part of the client’s requests, 
Connor Healy, owner of Healy Fencing & 
Landscaping, sought out IRO’s products to create 
this ambitious entertainment space. 

“I chose IRO over other products because it’s 
natural timber - it’s not like anything else on the 
market,” said Connor. “No one else has a timber 

decking product like it, and it comes in 
so many different colours, giving the client plenty 
of options.”

The team opted for ‘dolphin’ as their chosen finish 
– a neutral mid-grey hue with a slight shimmer 
– to blend with the existing decking and colour 
scheme of the garden.

The result was an impressive entertainment area 
in the client’s garden which contained an elevated 
deck with a seating area and spaces for sun-
bathing, dining and cooking outdoors.

IRO Timber Decking

Installed by Healy Fencing & Landscaping 

request a free sample 
by visiting

irotimber.co.uk

Dolphin
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a relaxing space for the 
whole family to enjoy.
Rachel and Stephen Symms wanted a bespoke 
shack with a hot tub installed in their garden, so 
their family could enjoy the lighter nights and 
warmer days during the summer months.

A professional landscaper and owner at Urban 
Alfresco, Jason Sheridan was given the task of 
bringing their vision to life. Jason said: “IRO’s 
aesthetic and water repellent properties meant 
it was the perfect product for the job. The typical 
British weather is known for rain and with the hot 
tub area open, the air would also be warm and 
damp, so I needed a product that could withstand 
various weather conditions.”

Jason also had to consider how the cladding 
would work visually with the existing garden 
landscape. Jason explained: “We decided to go 
with the natural colourway because it best suited 
the garden’s existing style. We wanted the cladding 
to serve a purpose structurally and aesthetically. 

The enhanced grain is striking, no matter where 
you are in the garden.”

As an experienced landscaper, Jason paid close 
attention to the ease of installation, adding: 
“Another benefit was that I could use the CAMO 
fixing tool to install IRO. This hid the fixings and 
meant I could side fix the cladding instead of face 
fixing it. The whole process was made even easier 
and quicker, and I was able to create a sleek, 
smooth finish.”

Manufactured in Britain from homegrown larch, 
IRO is a high quality timber cladding solution. 
Coated in wood cream to enhance the product’s 
charred profile, IRO external cladding boasts a 
smooth and colourful finish. Maintenance is also 
simple as its water repellent and self-cleaning 
surface properties ensures that most dirt and dust 
is simply washed away.

IRO Timber External Cladding

Natural

Installed by Urban Alfresco
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Mountain

Driftwood

bringing nature inside,
to energise and inspire.
Bayram Timber was looking to bring the outdoors 
in, with some natural highlights to complement 
their newly refurbished meeting room. The 
company’s aim was to establish a creative space 
in which light, colour and natural materials could 
inspire team members and customers alike.

Perfectly suited to re-energise indoor spaces, and 
with 15 colours to choose from, using IRO within 
a corporate space is a great example of how 
bold colour can be used to inspire those in the 
workplace too.

IRO is eco-friendly, low maintenance and 
HVOC-free, making it the perfect solution for 
indoor use and a great fit for carbon-conscious 
businesses. The company chose a cool 
combination of ‘Mountain’ and ‘Driftwood’ from the 
core IRO range to create this creative focal point.

Chris Husband, Commercial Director at Bayram 
Timber, said: “From the outset, we knew we 
needed something a little bit different to stand out.

“As the UK’s largest supplier of timber kitted 
components to leisure home manufacturers, and 
a specialist producer of bespoke components for 
many different markets and products - ranging 
from garden buildings to fencing, furniture, stairs 
and more. We know the value and benefits of 
timber. It felt natural to incorporate it in our 
internal decor knowing it would tick all the boxes 
we needed.”

Chris added: “I love the IRO range, not least 
because it brings a splash of colour without 
compromising on quality, but it also aligns well 
to our own commitment to the environment and 
responsible purchasing.”

IRO Timber Internal Cladding
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Installed by Chameleon Landscaping

combining the ancient 
Japanese process of Yakisugi 
with the latest technology. 
The result of such an intricate manufacturing 
process is a beautiful and uniquely coloured 
timber that helps to produce both dynamic indoor 
environments and daring outdoor designs.

Because IRO is heat-enhanced and coated in 
UV-stable wood cream, it’s more durable and 
also features a more defined and tactile grain 
appearance than traditional alternatives.

From cladding to decking, our timber is diverse. 
Not constrained to convention, IRO can be 
used in innovative, imaginative ways to enrich a 
variety of public and private spaces. To create 
a beautiful, seamless finish, we recommend 
installing your decking with the CAMO tool 
and hidden fixings. For more information visit 
irotimber.co.uk.

If you’re ready to make your space memorable, it’s 
time to discover the transcendental power of IRO. 

Technology

Charcoal
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each and every piece of IRO is crafted using an intricate process that 
combines an eye for detail with the latest timber technology.

Finally, a wood cream is applied. This step gives IRO its stunning colour, 
and provides it with UV stability and water-repellent properties, meaning 
water will pearl on the surface rather than soak into the material.

07Cream 
Applied

The charring stage gives IRO its beautiful enhanced grain appearance 
and closes the outer cell structure, making it more durable and protecting 
it against rot, insects and weathering.

03Charred

IRO is then put through a secondary kilning process to remove any 
residual surface moisture. This is essential to ensure optimum bonding 
of the cream during the coating process. 

06Kiln Dried

The amount of water present in wood can affect its weight, strength, 
workability, and movement. We kiln-dry IRO to lower the moisture content, 
providing more stability in the product.

02Kiln Dried

IRO is placed in a depressurized holding tank that vacuums the air 
from the timber cells, allowing them to be replaced with preservative 
treatment. This stage further protects IRO against rot and insect attack.

05Treated

All IRO products are profiled using state-of-the-art sawmilling technology, 
which ensures a consistent size and a clean, sleek surface finish. 01Profiled

Wire brushes scrape away the surface layer of the softer wood to expose 
the darker latewood, creating more texture by exposing an enhanced grain. 
This stage improves the appearance of our products.

04Brushed

Installed by Aqua Spa and Leisure
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Coated

Charred



bring your vision to life with 
an accredited installer.

As IRO is part of the BSW Group, customers 
who purchase our products can access our 
accredited installers, who will be able to fit 
your decking with ease.

Accredited installers have access to training 
and technical support from a company that 
has over 170 years of forestry and timber 
manufacturing experience. So, you can have 
complete confidence that your IRO product 
will be fitted perfectly. For more information 
and to find an accredited installer in your  
area visit bsw.co.uk/installers

If you are a landscaper who is interested 
in joining, visit bsw.co.uk/installers to find 
out more.

Installation

 No joining fees or monthly subscription

 Access to referrals in your area

 Exclusive rewards programme

 Access to BSW’s innovative products

 Technical support & dedicated training from 
 the BSW team

 A listing as an approved contractor on the 
 Accredited Installer Scheme pageDriftwood

Installed by Outside In Garden Rooms 

Find an accredited installer 
for your project by visiting

bsw.co.uk/installers

Dolphin
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we make it easy to keep your 
IRO looking its best.

Maintenance

Simply apply the cream onto the surface of your 
IRO product using a clean cloth and wipe away 
any excess. For all the maintenance information 
you’ll need, head to our website and download our 
easy-to-follow spec sheets.

1L tins of IRO touch-up cream cover 
approximately 30m2 and can be purchased 
from your nearest IRO distributor.

Because our timber is heat-enhanced and coated 
in water-repellent, UV-stable wood cream, your 
surfaces will stay naturally beautiful for longer. 
And, with its advanced self-cleaning properties, 
IRO is also satisfyingly low-maintenance.

Our water-based, HVOC-free touch-up cream 
is available in all 15 corresponding colours to 
keep your timber looking as vibrant as the day it 
was installed.

Find out how easy it is to maintain 
IRO by visiting

irotimber.co.uk/cream
Installed by  
Shepherds Landscaping
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a practical and impactful 
prize-winning pod.

Competition prize winner

*prize split as follows: £150 to installer, £150 to customer.

Competition

win £300 of Amazon 
vouchers for your IRO 
Timber creation.
Have you achieved something wonderful with 
IRO? Perhaps you’ve used our internal cladding 
to create a decor that wows your customers. 
Maybe you’ve turned your home into a heavenly 
hideaway or designed an alfresco delight with 
our range of vibrant decking. If you’ve made 
something showstopping, we’d love to see it.

Simply share your creation with us at 
irotimber.co.uk/competitions to be in with the 
chance of winning £300* of Amazon vouchers 
and a project photoshoot.

Previous winner: Outside in Garden Rooms.

Outside In Garden Rooms had been looking for 
a new timber cladding product for one of their 
projects - to create a practical, yet impactful 
garden pod. They needed something low 
maintenance and cost effective, that would defend 
against the Scottish climate.

After looking for an alternative to the standard 
use of Siberian larch timber, the Glasgow-based 
company decided to use IRO cladding in 
mountain grey, thanks to a recommendation by 
Thornbridge Sawmills.

The resulting pod design showcases the exterior 
cladding beautifully. Created using Yakisugi, 
the age-old method of enhancing timber with 

heat, it is 100% eco-friendly and UV stable, 
making it incredibly durable for outdoor cladding; 
particularly for spaces that are built for eco-
efficiency.

Melanie Russell, Director of Outside in Garden 
Rooms, said: “We are over the moon we are the 
competition winners for ‘best IRO project’. We 
received a £300 amazon voucher which will go 
down a treat! Overall, we have been extremely 
happy with IRO and are excited to use the internal 
cladding and decking products on future projects.”
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Charred

HVOC-free

Brushed

Eco-friendly

High Pressure 
Treated

Kiln Dried

Water-repellent

Coated in Wood 
Cream

Low-maintenanceUV StableExclusive Colour 
Range*

Product Information

100% Natural 
Timber

Species

Profile

Nominal Size (mm)

Finished Size (mm)

Lengths (mm)

Pack Size

Kiln Dried

Charred

Brushed

Treated

FSC® Certified

External Cladding

Homegrown Larch

Square Edge

25 x 150

22 x 145

3600

160

Decking

Imported Redwood

Eased Edge

32 x 150

28 x 145

4800

112

Internal Cladding

Imported Redwood

Square Edge

25 x 150

21 x 145

4800

160

Sleeper

Homegrown Spruce

Square Edge

100 x 200

95 x 195

2400

42

*IRO Sleeper available in Mountain only



IRO helps promote 
sustainable living at COP26.
Architect Peter Smith from Roderick James 
Architects was tasked with designing a modular 
home using home-grown British products for the 
UN Climate Change Conference held in Glasgow 
in November 2021.

Peter was looking for timber products he could 
use to clad the roof and exterior of the house. Not 
satisfied with using traditional timber products, 
he wanted to incorporate a unique product that 
was water-repellent, low-maintenance, and 
aesthetically pleasing.

IRO’s poppy red decking was installed using 
a ‘board on board’ application which provides 
excellent weather-proofing, allowing rainwater 
to run from the roof easier and preventing the 
boards from swelling and contracting as much as 
traditional installations.

IRO’s home-grown Larch external cladding in 
charcoal and a bespoke white created for the 
house was used on the exterior and demonstrated 
a simple yet affordable way to build a timber 
home to help meet climate commitment.

The aim of the project was to build a truly zero 
carbon house across its life cycle, utilising a 
timber-focused design approach. The house 
exceeded expectations and is carbon negative, 
proving to be an exemplar in low embodied 
carbon design.

Peter commented: “It is vital that the houses we 
are building now are truly sustainable, and low 
carbon in construction. With the COP26 house, 
we wanted to demonstrate that sustainable, 
ecologically responsible buildings can also be 
beautiful, comfortable and of a low cost to build.”

Case Study

Designed by: HAPA Architects 

Charcoal

Poppy



if you’re ready to enter the wonderful 
world of IRO, visit irotimber.co.uk 

discover what you could create.

hello@irotimber.co.uk   |   0800 587 8887   |   


